TECHNICAL INFORMATION SHEET
DEEP FRESH
Heavy Duty Cleaner & Rubber Mark Remover
DEEP FRESH is specially formulated solution of caustic alkalis and versatile surface
active agents, to remove grease, oil and other types of stubborn grime from a variety of
surfaces, including the removal of rubber tyre and heel marks from floors. DEEP FRESH
is safe to use on most hard surfaces clean and pleasantly perfumed. DEEP FRESH will
easily removes Metalised Floor Polishes, without the need for a neutralising agent.
Features
Effective

Benefits
Quickly removes grease, oil, dirt and grime with a
minimum of physical effort.

Economical

Can be diluted with up to 60 parts of water for cleaning
and up to 10 parts with water for polish stripping.

Fragrance

Pleasant lemon fragrance with no harsh solvents or
Ammonia

Versatile

Cleans many washable hard surfaces in addition to
removing old polish from polished floors.

Biodegradable

Completely biodegradable in both hard and soft water

Directions for use
Polish Removal: Dilute with up to 10 parts of hot water. Mop onto the floor allowing
5 minutes contact time before scrubbing the surface using a polishing machine fitted with
a black pad. Remove the slurry either by mop or suction methods. Rinse the floor twice
using clean water and allow the floor to dry before applying fresh polish.
Hard Surface Cleaning: Dilute with up to 60 parts of hot or cold water. Spray, mop or
sponge onto surface. Leave for 5 minutes contact time before scrubbing or rinsing surface
N.B. DEEP FRESH should not be allowed to dry onto glass.
Rubber Marks: Apply DEEP FRESH with floor scrubber, mop or sprayer at a dilution up
to 10 parts with water, agitating if necessary, then rinse surface with clean water or wipe
dry.
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